Year 4 Term 5
English—How do you mummify a body?
Children will be writing clear and effective
instructions for how to mummify a body.

History/Geography—

Children will be studying the Ancient
Egyptian beliefs about the after life.
They will study a variety of gods and
goddessses, they will study the Book
of the Dead and the use of canopic
jars.

Ancient Egyptian Creation Story:
Children will be learning, reinventing and creating their own creation story based on the
Ancient Egyptian Creation Story. They will be
writing their own character descriptions of
gods and goddesses and writing setting descriptions to use in their story.

Death on the River Nile

Art and DT—

Science— Sound

Children will be studying Ancient Egyptian
canopic jars. They will
be creating jars in
partners using paper
mache techniques.
These will be displayed in our Ancient
Egypt museum.

Children will be exploring how sound
is formed and conducting a variety of
experiments and problem solving.
Children will be using drama techniques and scientific reasoning to explore sound in every day life.

RE—
Music— Developing musiDid Jesus really do miracles? cianship through learning to
play the ukulele.
Children will be exploring
miracles in the Bible.
They will be writing prayers
and considering the types of
miracles that they would like
to see in their own lives.

ICT—
Children will be researching
an Ancient Egyptian god
or goddess. They will learn
Maths power point skills in order
PEChildren will be working on:
to create and present a
Outdoor PE:
Missing box problems (use a bar model to interpret).
power point presentation in Kwik cricket– bat and ball skills.
Rounding decimal numbers to the nearest whole
pairs.
number.
Adding fractions that total more than 1.
Comparing 3 and 4 digit numbers.
Comparing decimal numbers.
Exploring different ways of writing lengths (mm, cm,
m). They will also work on converting, comparing
and ordering lengths.
Interpreting bar charts and solving worded problems
using RUCSAC.

FrenchChildren will be learning how
to say the seasons, months of
the year and explain when
their birthday is.

Indoor PE:
Gymnastics– balancing skills , traveling in a sequence and performance skills.

PSHEChildren will be looking at
how to stay healthy and
hygienic.

